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Abstract

illumination

Separation of light transport into direct and indirect
paths has enabled new visualizations of light in everyday
scenes. However, indirect light itself contains a variety of
components from subsurface scattering to diffuse and specular interreflections, all of which contribute to complex visual appearance. In this paper, we present a new imaging
technique that captures and analyzes these components of
indirect light via light transport between epipolar planes
of illumination and rays of received light. This plane-toray light transport is captured using a rectified projectorcamera system where we vary the offset between projector
and camera rows (implemented as synchronization delay)
as well as the exposure of each camera row. The resulting delay-exposure stack of images can capture live short
and long-range indirect light transport, disambiguate subsurface scattering, diffuse and specular interreflections, and
distinguish materials according to their subsurface scattering properties.
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Figure 1: A rectified projector-camera system to implement
plane-to-ray light transport. The laser projector illuminates
the scene with a plane that is swept vertically. The camera
synchronizes its rolling shutter to a fixed row-offset from
the illumination plane. As each projector row advances, so
does the exposed camera row. By varying both the delay
between synced camera and projector rows as well as the
camera row exposure, we can capture live various components of epipolar and non-epipolar light transport.
acquiring a large amount of measurements and memory
for storage. To alleviate this, light transport components
such as direct and indirect light have been captured directly.
Direct-global separation [18] decomposed light transport
into low (mostly global) and high-frequency (mostly direct) components. Indirect light has been further separated
into short and long-range optical path lengths via homogeneous codes for primal-dual imaging [20]. Recent work
has focused on the specific relationship between light transport and the epipolar geometry of projector-camera systems [20, 22]. Epipolar light is defined as light on the same
epipolar plane aligned with the rows of a rectified projectorcamera system. Note that epipolar light contains mostly direct light, which by definition must lie on the epipolar plane,
but also may contain indirect light whose final bounce lies
on the epipolar plane. Non-epipolar light necessarily contains only indirect light.
In this paper, we present a new imaging technique which
exploits the light transport between planes of illumination
and camera pixels for capturing and analyzing indirect light
paths. In our scenario, a projector illuminates a plane of

1. Introduction
The light transport in a scene is the result of complex
interactions between illumination and scene objects’ geometry and materials. Light can bounce directly from illumination source to object to camera, or undergo multiple, indirect bounces amongst objects, or get scattered within particulate medium, before being captured by the camera. Light
striking an object can be absorbed, reflected, or refracted.
Imaging different light transport paths improves algorithms in computer graphics and vision. Many active 3D
scanning systems rely on a direct light/single bounce assumption to accurately estimate depth and/or surface normals [10]. Rendering the complex appearance of materials
such as wax and human skin necessitates high fidelity modeling of subsurface scattering [12]. Finally, multi-bounce
indirect light can yield information about objects outside
the line-of-sight of the camera [32].
Capturing the full light transport for a scene involves
1

light corresponding to a projector row as shown in Figure 1.
Thus the full illumination is a set of vertically spaced planes
defined by the projector rows. This light is received at each
camera pixel for a given camera row. Since the camera and
projector are rectified in an epipolar configuration, the difference between epipolar and non-epipolar light paths is determined by the vertical separation between projector and
camera rows shown in Figure 1. By controlling light transport from illumination plane to camera ray, we can selectively image these indirect light paths.
Every camera ray is determined by the transport of 1D
planar illumination from the projector to a 2D pixel. We
observe that a rolling shutter camera, synchronized to the
projector and in an epipolar configuration, performs illumination multiplexing of this transport using the parameters of
(1) synchronization delay or row offset between the illuminated projector row and exposed camera row, and (2) exposure of the camera row itself. Throughout this paper, we refer to synchronization delay or row offset interchangeably1 .
In our new imaging technique, we capture image stacks of
varying sync delay and exposure to analyze and capture different light transport paths in the scene.
In particular, we make the following contributions:
• Capture of short and long-range indirect light using
varying delay-exposure image stacks.
• Analyzing delay profiles for subsurface scattering, diffuse and specular interreflections.
• Demultiplexing image stacks to recover 3D light transport between the projector and camera (1D light plane
× 2D camera pixel).
We demonstrate applications including sharpened (coarseto-fine) epipolar imaging, separation of epipolar-direct and
epipolar-indirect light using high frequency illumination,
and differentiating materials according to their subsurface
scattering properties using their delay profiles.
We validate our ideas on real experimental data from
the epipolar imaging system, Episcan3D (the system is described in Section 5 of [20]). This research exposes a new
set of parametric control for these active illumination systems through the knobs of delay and exposure. This enables
even more selectivity of the light transport paths we probe
and capture.

2. Related work
Light Transport and its Components: There is a body
of literature on the simulation and theory of light transport [13, 34]. Light transport matrices [4, 7, 19] have
been used to describe the linear relationship between
illumination sources and detectors. Further research to
1 This

delay is unrelated to the temporal delay of transient imaging.

efficiently acquire these matrices has focused on compressive sensing to acquire these large matrices at reduced
measurements [24, 30], approximation via symmetry [6],
and optical computing via matrix-vector products [21].
Methods have decomposed light transport into bounces of
light [28] and its sub-components of light [2].
Nayar et al. showed that direct/global separation can
be achieved using high spatial frequency illumination (e.g.
a checkerboard pattern) [18]. This separation could be
shown even for subsurface scattering materials with a high
spatial frequency. Bounce decomposition can also yield
direct/global separation [28], and the use of primal-dual
coding allows for separation in live video [22, 23], and
homogeneous codes decomposed indirect light into short
and long-ranges [20]. In addition, diffuse and specular
reflections have been separated using color and polarization
cues [15, 16, 17, 33]. Similar to our paper but with timeresolved measurements, Wu et al. used temporal delay
profiles to analyze indirect light transport and material
properties [35]. In this work, we analyze components of
indirect light through 3D light transport between projector
and camera in a scene.
Multiplexed Illumination and Exposure:
Several
methods have been introduced to multiplex illumination for
light transport acquisition. These include Hadamard coding
for high SNR [27] and optimal multiplexing [26]. On
the camera side, coded exposure methods enable motion
deblurring [25], video from a single coded exposure [11],
rolling shutter photography [8] and space-time voxels [9].
In this work, we utilize image stacks with varying parameter of delay and exposure to demultiplex illumination into
3D light transport.
Imaging Systems for Light Transport Acquisition:
The light stage [3] uses a large installation of light sources
and cameras to acquire light transport for human subjects.
At a smaller scale, several smaller prototype systems
have been created including regular projector-camera systems [29], coded exposure [9, 11], and primal-dual coding
via digital micromirror devices [23]. For temporally synced
projector-camera systems, researchers have modified DLP
projectors for fast projection [14].
Epipolar Imaging: Episcan3D uses the syncing between
a laser projector and the rolling shutter of a camera to
perform real-time epipolar and non-epipolar imaging [20],
and EpiToF extends this to a time-of-flight device [1].
We note that the synchronization of the camera’s rolling
shutter to a raster-scanning projector to capture epipolar
and non-epipolar light is the contribution of [20]. However,
the insight that this mechanism can be interpreted as illumination multiplexing, and we can utilize delay-exposure

stacks to demultiplex and recover 3D light transport is
novel to this paper. Further, we show new applications of
epipolar imaging including epipolar sharpening, synthetic
1D relighting, enhanced direct/global separation, and
material recognition for subsurface scattering.

3. Plane-to-ray Light Transport
In this section, we describe the principles of our imaging modality. We first exposit planar illumination and its
light transport. We then show how light multiplexing occurs using the delay and exposure of a temporally-synced
projector and rolling shutter camera system. We derive expressions for these parameters, and use them to model the
illumination function and image stack formation.

3.1. Epipolar Geometry and Light Transport
We follow the work of O’Toole et al. [20, 22] to specify
the epipolar geometry of the projector-camera. In Figure 1,
the projector and camera are rectified so that their rows are
aligned on the same epipolar plane. Intuitively, this divides
the scene into a stack of epipolar planes, each which contains the epipolar line connecting the projector and camera
centers as well as a unique projector/camera row.
The relationship between light transport and epipolar geometry is determined by this alignment, and was first described in [20]. Direct light, which must lie on the same
epipolar plane since it is defined by the intersection of the
projector and camera rays, can only travel from projector
row i to the same camera row i. Indirect light, which has
undergone multiple bounces, can travel from projector row
i to any camera row j. However, the amount of indirect
light on the epipolar plane, light that has undergone multiple bounces but still travels from projector row i to camera
row i, is a small percentage of the total indirect light (unless
there are strong specular interreflections in the scene).
Thus, the planar light transport from illumination to camera can be parameterized by the relative offset between projector row i and camera row j. This row offset is controlled by the synchronization delay, the timing difference
between the synchronized projector scanning and camera
rolling shutter. In addition, the exposure of the camera row
determines the amount of integrated light at the camera row.
In an ideal planar illumination system, one could capture
the light transport by projecting one line at a time and taking an image. However, this impulse scanning suffers from
low SNR due to low light levels [27]. This would particularly affect the capture of light paths such as subsurface
scattering and long-range indirect light. In addition, in a
real system, the laser itself has a temporal jitter, which may
cause light to leak into neighboring rows as noticed in [20].
To solve these issues, we use light multiplexing as a way to
increase the SNR for light transport acquisition.
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Figure 2: Illustration of 3D light transport T (v, s, t) from
row v in projector plane to a camera pixel (s, t).
In our imaging system, we utilize a rolling shutter camera to capture these planes of light. Our key insight is that
this rolling shutter, synchronized to the projector, performs
light multiplexing for planar illumination. We now proceed
to describe this light multiplexing using the parameters of
delay and exposure in a rolling shutter system.

3.2. Light Multiplexing using Delay and Exposure
For a rolling shutter camera synchronized to the epipolar illumination of the projector, we can control the delay
and exposure of this shutter to perform light multiplexing.
The exposure determines the number of rows being exposed
with larger exposures leading to larger sets of rows being
exposed. The delay is the distance between the illuminated
projector row and the center of the exposed rows.
The rolling shutter of the camera can be synchronized to
the projector illumination, as described in [20]. In particular, this means the pixel clock is fixed and focal length of
the lens adjusted so that the projector rows and camera rows
change with the same vertical velocity. In epipolar imaging
mode, the delay is zero, so that the band of exposed camera rows is on the same epipolar plane as the light being
projected, while in non-epipolar mode, the band of exposed
camera rows does not include the epipolar plane where the
light is. Light multiplexing occurs since each row gets light
from multiple projector lines due to the width of the exposure and the value of the delay. To describe the demultiplexing algorithm in Section 4 necessary to estimate 3D
light transport, we first must derive the relationship between
delay and exposure, and use it to model the illumination.
Relationship between delay and exposure: We use the
same notation as [20] to parametrize delay and exposure in
a rolling shutter system. Let tp denote the amount of time
for which the projector illuminates a single scanline (with
some finite band width), te be the exposure time which corresponds to a contiguous block of rows being exposed, and
to denote the time offset of synchronization between the
projector and camera. Additionally, we denote t0o as the
time difference between the start of exposure and when the
projector illuminates that row of pixels. Please see Figure 3
for a visual description of these parameters.

time

equations:

row

Iw (te ) = vp te ,

(a) The projector illuminates a single row for a time tp in orange. At the
same time, the rolling shutter exposes a single row for length te . Light
from a single row (orange) will be captured not just by the same camera
row, but rows above and below it that are being exposed (white). Delay td
is the distance from center of exposure to the center of illumination. t0o is
the time between start of exposure and illumination in a row, and to is the
synchronization offset from projector to camera.

Id (td ) = vp td .

(2)

Let v denote a row of the projector plane. We then define
the illumination function L(v, td , te ):
(
1, if kv − Id (td )k < 21 Iw (te );
(3)
L(v, td , te ) =
0, otherwise.
Note that we define the maximum intensity of the projector as 1. We will use this illumination function to estimate
3D light transport amongst rows of the projector/camera in
Section 4.

3.3. Delay-Exposure Image Stacks

(b) As the delay is increased, the illuminated projector row sends light to
camera rows that are at least one row above it. This corresponds to short
range non-epipolar light paths in the scene.

(c) As the exposure is decreased, the illuminated projector row leaks less
light into neighboring rows, resulting in a majority of epipolar light paths
captured.

Figure 3: Timing diagram of projector illumination and
camera rolling shutter for epipolar imaging.

As we change to , this changes t0o , and thus we express
delay: td as the difference between the center times of exposure and illumination, as following:
td =

1
1
te − t0o .
2
2

(1)

Positive td > te /2 means the camera row receives light
from a vertically lower epipolar plane. Similarly, negative
td < −te /2 means the light arrives from a vertically higher
epipolar plane. If 0 ≤ |td | ≤ te /2, then the exposed row receives a majority of illuminated light from the same epipolar plane. Typically, epipolar imaging operates with td = 0
and te as short as possible (as shown in Fig. 3(c)).
Illumination Model: We formulate a model for the illumination as a function of delay and exposure. Using calibration, we obtain the speed of the projector scanline vp
sec/line in the scene. Given this, we express illumination
band width Iw and its center location Id by the following

We thus capture a series of images while varying delay td
and exposure te . We typically use uniformly sampled points
between minimum and maximum values for both delay and
exposure as part of our sweep.
By controlling the delay and exposure, we have the ability to capture short and long-range non-epipolar light. As
the delay increases, light from the illumination plane has
to travel a longer vertical distance to reach the camera row.
This gives a minimum bound of the optical path length traveled by the indirect light. By controlling the exposure, we
can allow more or less amount of light that has traveled this
minimum bound, thus creating a band of non-epipolar light.
This corresponds to banded diagonals off the main diagonal in a light transport matrix [20, 22]. In Section 6.1 we
demonstrate results of this banded imaging.

4. 3D Light Transport Estimation via Demultiplexing
In this section, we use delay-exposure image stacks to
perform illumination demultiplexing and estimate 3D light
transport in the scene. For given td and te , the observation
I at pixel (s, t) is given by a convolution of the illumination
with the light transport operator:
I(s, t) = L(v, td , te ) ∗ T (v, s, t).

(4)

Note that, T (v, s, t) is 3D light transport from row v to a
pixel(s, t). This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 2. We note
that this equation can be discretized to the standard matrixvector product of light transport.
We can write the epipolar and non-epipolar images by
the following convolutional equations:
Ie (s, t)

=

δ(t − v) ∗ T (v, s, t),

(5)

In (s, t)

=

(1 − δ(t − v)) ∗ T (v, s, t).

(6)

Hence, if we can estimate T from the image stack of
varying td and te , we can synthesize epipolar and nonepipolar images. We denote the i-th image with delay td,i

(a) regular

(b) td = 0µs, te = 300µs

Figure 4: The Episcan3D prototype [20] which we use for
our epipolar imaging system.
and exposure te,i . Thus we estimate the light transport T ∗
as the solution to the following optimization problem:
N
X

(c) td = 1200µs, te = 450µs, (d) td = 1200µs, te = 2000µs,
(scaled ×3 for visualization)
(scaled ×3 for visualization)

kIi − {L(v, td,i , te,i ) ∗ T (v, s, t)}k22 + αEc + βEs ,Figure 5: Using delay and exposure, we can capture bands
i
of indirect light. In this scene, we show the (a) a regular
∂
image of a disco ball, (b) the epipolar image, (c) a band of
subject to T ≥ 0, ∀v, Ec = k T k22 , Es = kT k1 .
∂v
indirect light at a fixed delay, (d) the band of indirect light
with increased exposure at the same delay.
We use additional regularization for smoothness and
min

T (v,s,t)

sparsity in the light transport: α and β are coefficients of
smoothness and sparsity respectively. This helps with the
optimization to reduce noise and other image artifacts. The
total number of images in the stack is N . In practice, we
utilize α = 0.01, β = 0.01, and N = 75.
Since the formulation is per-pixel, the optimization is
easily parallelizable. We use the CVXPY framework for
convex optimization to solve this [5]. We feed most delayexposure images to the solver except for those delay images which lie on the boundary between epipolar and nonepipolar imaging (td ≈ te /2), which have significant horizontal artifacts due to synchronization problems. One limitation of our algorithm is the sparsity condition prevents
recovering dense light transport effects.

5. Hardware Implementation
To implement our ideas, we utilize the Episcan3D system described in [20]. We also discuss calibration and
acquisition process for capturing delay-exposure image
stacks.
Prototype: We utilize a similar prototype to [20] and
shown in Figure 4. We use a Celluon PicoPro as a projector with display resolution 1280×720, and an IDS UI3250CP-C-HQ color camera with both global and rolling
shutter capabilities. The shutter is triggered by the VSYNC
signal generated by the projector, and also can be delayed
by the camera using to . We refer the reader to the supplemental material of [20] about the support circuitry and
physical alignment required for the prototype.
Calibration: For our calibration procedure, it is necessary to determine the illumination bandwidth Iw and center
location Id with respect to te . From Equation 2, we see that

we need to estimate vp . To do this, we project a single-pixel
horizontal white line on a black background, and sweep the
line vertically from top to bottom. We image this sweep
in global shutter mode with te = 500µs. By counting the
number of visible lines nv , we obtain the projector scanline
velocity vp = nv /te .
Acquisition: To acquire images, we use 12 bit capture
and average 8 images for each delay and exposure. We
performed no gamma correction (γ = 1.0) to ensure our
image measurements were linear. For a typical sweep, we
used delay td = −1500µs to td = 1500µs, and exposure
te = 600µs to te = 1200µs.
Total acquisition time is as follows: Calibration takes
approximately 4 minutes (one-time only process), acquisition for 75 images (a typical delay-exposure stack) takes
approximately 2 minutes where each image is an average of
8 frames, and it takes 9 minutes to demultiplex these images
for 128x128 resolution.

6. Experimental Results
6.1. Short and Long-range Indirect Light
As described earlier, controlling the delay and exposure
can selectively image bands of indirect light in a scene. In
Figure 5, a mirrored disco ball is illuminated in the scene.
With td = 0µs, mostly direct light is captured, but more
indirect light leaks in as the exposure is increased from
450µs to 1200µs (Figure 5(b-c)). If the delay is increased
to 800µs, we can visualize the vertical distance separating
the projector and camera rows in Figure 5(d). We note that
this effect is particularly noticeable due to the brightness of
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Figure 6: An image stack of varying delay on the x-axis and exposure on the y-axis, with values (td , te ) in microseconds.
Epipolar images occur when |td | < te /2, and non-epipolar or indirect light otherwise. Notice how the specular interreflections of the disco ball move vertically as delay increases in one row corresponding to indirect light paths jumping from
illumination to received plane. The size of the interreflections band is controlled by exposure. All images are brightened for
visualization.
specular interreflections of the disco ball, and other diffuse
interreflections cannot have tight indirect bands due to low
exposure. Please view a video of sweeping the band in the
supplemental material.

6.2. Acquired Image Stacks
We captured several image stacks sweeping exposure
and delay with uniform increments. In Figure 6, we visualize the specular interreflections of a disco ball shifting
vertically as the delay changes.
Noise is primarily determined by the amount of light
reaching the pixels (although there are synchronization artifacts at very short exposure times due to jitter in the laser
raster scan). For indirect imaging, specular interreflections
(such as the disco-ball reflections) are brighter and thus less
noisy than diffuse interreflection or subsurface scattering effects. Since exposure is coupled to the band of light received by the rolling shutter, there is a tradeoff between integrating more light and the tightness of the band of indirect
light (i.e. the resolution of the illumination function).

6.3. Delay Profiles
For each pixel, we can plot the pixel intensity as a function of the delay td . We call this a delay profile, and it yields
information about the scattering of light with respect to the
planar illumination of the projector. Delay profiles look
qualitatively different for subsurface scattering and diffuse
interreflections, which are short-range indirect light effects,
versus specular interreflection that has long range. We note
that Wu et al. performed a similar analysis using temporal

delay for time-of-flight imaging [35].
In Figure 7, we image a scene with a variety of these
effects and show their delay profiles. Note how specular interreflections from the mirror ball (blue) have two peaks in
their delay profile. This is due to a diffuse reflection from
the page at td = 0 coupled with a peak from the specular
reflection of the mirror ball. For the near corner of the book
(red) and candle (yellow), their broadened delay profiles are
due to subsurface scattering. The more translucent the object, the more broader its delay profile (see also milk results
in Section 6.7). Note that the delay profiles are not symmetric around zero as one would expect, but are affected by the
surface geometry/surface normal at those points. This relationship between symmetry and surface normal is a subject
of further investigation.
In addition to being qualitatively different, delay profiles
can also help identify materials based on their scattering
properties as shown in Section 6.7.

6.4. Sharpening epipolar imaging
In epipolar imaging, there is an inherent trade off between the amount of non-epipolar light that leaks into the
signal and exposure te . Thus it is difficult to capture
epipolar images with large exposure as the amount of nonepipolar light inside the epipolar image scales with te − tp .
However, as noted in Equation 6, if we can resolve light
transport to a fine resolution in projector rows v, we can
synthesize a “sharper” epipolar image. We can computationally render an epipolar image to the limit of the light’s
illumination width Iw .
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Figure 7: We perform a delay sweep of the scene shown
in (a), and plot the delay profiles for selected pixels in the
image (b). Note how subsurface scattering material like the
candle has a wide broadening profile (orange), while diffuse
interreflection in the near corner has a steeper profile (red).
The diffuse reflection from the book page itself has an unimodal peak (green), but the specular interreflection has a
bimodal peak (blue).
In Figure 8, we image a rose candle made of translucent
wax. We synthesize in Figure 8(c) a tighter epipolar image
than a regular epipolar image with exposure te = 600µs
shown in Figure 8(b). Note how the regular epipolar image cannot remove the subsurface scattering of the candle,
but the sharpened epipolar image removes all these effects.
Looking at the cross-section pixel values in Figure 8(d), the
sharper epipolar image has more contrast amongst its rose
petals. This sharpening has applications for when the system has a large exposure, and thus needs computation to
generate a tighter epipolar image.

6.5. Relighting
In addition, 1D light transport allows us to synthesize
novel images. For instance, we can render a new image
with a novel illumination pattern of any linear combination
of projector rows using the T operator. In Figure 9, we synthesize relighting from a single line illumination for the imaged rose. Please see the supplemental material for a video
of this relighting effect.
For this single line relighting of the scene, we compare
our method in Figure 9(f) versus conventional imaging techniques. We show the comparison against a single projected
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Figure 8: Imaging a wax rose candle in epipolar mode (b)
with an exposure of 600µs does not remove the subsurface
scattering. Demultiplexing the image stack to recover 3D
light transport, we synthesize a tighter epipolar image in (c)
which preserves sharp features and highlights while removing the subsurface scattering from the epipolar image. In
(d), we plot pixel values for a single scan line for comparison, note how the tighter epipolar image has larger contrast.
line with exposure of 16ms in Figure 9(g), and a single line
projection with exposure of 800ms in Figure 9(h). Note
that our method achieves better noise performance than Figure 9(g) since we utilize multiplexed illumination to capture
our delay-exposure stack. Our method achieves similar performance to Figure 9(h) in terms of noise, but requires multiple images and does not capture the long range light transport effects for far away rows due to the sparsity assumption
in our optimization.

6.6. Epipolar Direct/Global Separation
One of the disadvantages of epipolar imaging in this configuration is that it is difficult to separate epipolar indirect
light from the image, and thus achieve true direct/global
separation. To solve this, we thus apply the method from
Nayar et al. [18] on the epipolar images alone. We used
128 shifting patterns of 24×24 pixel checkerboard for our
implementation.
In Figure 10, we perform direct/global separation on a
scene consisting of a wax bowl and disco ball. We note
that the method from Nayar et al. fails on removing the
specular interreflections of the disco ball as shown in Figure 10(b). Epipolar imaging thus improves upon Nayar et
al. by removing these highlights in Figure 10(c). Combining the two methods results in an epipolar-direct image in

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f) Synthesized Re- (g) Actual single light (h) Actual single line
sult
projection at 16ms
projection at 800ms

Figure 9: Relighting under virtual single line illumination
sweeping from up (a) to bottom (d) with regular imaging
(e). Note that the synthesized result (f) has much better
noise properties than an actual single line projection at exposure 16ms (f). Our method achieves similar noise performance to (h) a 800ms exposure, but is limited to short
light transport effects due to our assumption of sparsity in
optimization.
Figure 10(d) and an epipolar-global image in Figure 10(e).
Note that the epipolar-direct image is improved over each
method alone, but still cannot completely remove all the
specular interreflections on the epipolar plane. This is still
an open problem for direct/global separation and warrants
further study.

6.7. Material Recognition of Subsurface Scattering
Finally, the use of delay and exposure can yield fundamental new information about light scattering in materials, particularly subsurface scattering. Previous researchers
have used time-of-flight measurements to achieve a similar
result [31, 35]. Consider the delay profile for a given material. We expect the maximum of this plot to be at td = 0.
However, our intuition is that the more subsurface scattering present in the material, the more spread out the delay
profile will be.
In Figure 11, we tested this hypothesis and its usefulness
for material recognition of subsurface scattering in common
household items. We imaged hand soap, fat free, 2%, and
whole milk, and toothpaste. All of these items were white in
color, and difficult to identify with RGB information alone.
We plotted their average delay profiles for a set of their pixels shown in Figure 11(b). We normalized these delay profiles using the area under the curve to cancel out the effects
of albedo.
Using training and test images, we trained a support vector machine (SVM) with nonlinear kernel (radial Gaussian
basis function) to get a per-pixel semantic segmentation of
the materials (Figure 11(c)) and a confusion matrix (Fig-

ure 11(d)). We achieved over 90% recognition for all the
materials. We note that the only errors occurred for pixels
near the edge of the container, where possibly the scattering
profile changes for the materials due to the asymmetry of
a boundary condition. This is an interesting avenue of future research to use delay profiles to better model or inverse
render subsurface scattering. This application is not meant
for robust instance-level material recognition, but highlights
the usefulness of delay profiles for understanding subsurface scattering in materials.

7. Discussion
We have presented a new imaging modality based on the
light transport between planar illumination and camera pixels. We showed how the synchronized rolling shutter of a
camera multiplexes this planar illumination using its parameters of sync delay and exposure. Using delay-exposure image stacks, we perform demultiplexing with a convex optimization algorithm to estimate 3D light transport. We show
applications including analyzing the delay profiles of various light transport paths, and enhanced light separation algorithms and material recognition of subsurface scattering.
We hope that such parametric analysis of epipolar and nonepipolar light can lead to future insights into the physical
nature of these visual effects.
Some limitations of our method include that it is not realtime, requiring about 80-100 images in the stack for demultiplexing. We are limited to 3D light transport estimation
since our imaging model assumes projector illumination as
impulse rows rather than the full 4D light transport. Further,
our optimization algorithm uses no spatial cues from neighboring pixels that could potentially aid the light transport
estimation.
Future work includes extending our method to imaging
systems where exposure is decoupled from delay/row-offset
as in ROI systems like EpiTOF [1]. In addition, it would be
useful to have control over the projector’s raster scanning
behavior, and estimate 4D light transport from this illumination. We hope that this research shows a path forward for
temporal synchronization between projectors and cameras
to selectively capture many different components of light
transport.
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(a) Regular image

(b) Direct image using Nayar
et al. [18] applied to (a)

(c) Epipolar image [20]

(d) Epipolar-direct image

(e) Epipolar-global image
(scaled x18 for visualization)

Figure 10: We show the results of two direct/global separation methods on our scene (a): Nayar et al. [18] in (b), and epipolar
imaging [20] in (c). By combining the two methods, we are able to visualize (d) epipolar-direct only light, and (e) epipolarglobal light. Notice how the specular interreflections are only removed in epipolar imaging, and the remaining subsurface
scattering light in the epipolar image is separated by combining both algorithms.
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Figure 11: Using varying delay, we can perform recognition and analysis of subsurface scattering materials. In (a), fat
free, 2%, whole milk, toothpaste, and liquid soap were imaged. Note that all materials are white in color, and difficult to
distinguish visually. Their average pixel delay profiles are shown in (b). We use a nonlinear SVM to help perform semantic
classification (c) and show the results of the confusion matrix (d). Note that all materials were correctly identified with most
pixels semantically segmented correctly.
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